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Deloitte Argentina’s Threat Library Team – We gather information about cyber operations being carried across the world to analyze the Motivations, Tools, Tactics and Procedures used by the Advanced Persistent Threats. We aid researchers understand and defend themselves against cyber threats around the globe.
-[ So, what? ]-

Agenda

❖ The Bullets
❖ DNS Attacks 2007-2019
❖ The Gunmen
❖ Guns In Data
❖ Dodging The Bullets

-[ Once Upon a Time In The West ]-
Mitre ATT&CK Framework

Mapping Tools, Tactics, Techniques and Procedures with ATT&CK Framework

«ATT&CK™ for Enterprise is an adversary model and framework for describing the actions an adversary may take to compromise and operate within an enterprise network.»
Recursive Resolver

Where is es.wikipedia.org?

It's at 198.35.26.96

Root Name Server

Where is .org nameserver?

Try 204.74.112.1

TLD Name Server

204.74.112.1

Where is wikipedia.org?

Try 207.142.131.234

SLD Name Server

207.142.131.234

Where is es.wikipedia.org?

It's at 198.35.26.96
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DNS Tunneling
Use of DNS as a covert communication channel to bypass a firewall

DNS Hijacking
Manipulation of DNS queries resolutions to redirect users to malicious sites

DNS Poisoning
Corrupted data is introduced into the DNS resolver's cache to make it return a different result
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DNS TUNNELING EXAMPLES
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DNS HIJACKING EXAMPLE

Figure 1: DNS Hijacking
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DNS POISONING EXAMPLE

Figure 2: DNS poisoning
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DNS ATTACKS 2007 UNTIL NOW
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JULIE AMERO CASE & OPERATION GHOTS CLICK
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JUST FOR THE GLORY
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Hacktivism & Vandalism

- Universities
- Media
- Social Networks
[-[ DNS Attack History ]-]

By MCA-CRB

Algerian Hacker

S thanks = Mr. Adel & i-hime & Logripoe D2 All Members See

To Be Continued ...
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- [ DNS Attack History ] -
BRAZIL HIJACKED
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Brazil Hijacked 4,5 million routers affected
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THE GREAT CANNON
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- [ The Great Firewall ] -

The Great Cannon

2002
Redirected to blocked IP addresses.

2015 - DDoS attacks.
Redirected to legitimate websites *worldwide*.

---

*ThousandEyes – The Ongoing War Between China’s Great Firewall and Circumvention Tools*
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Once Upon a Time In The West

PROJECT SAURON
Once Upon a Time

Project Sauron
Suspected
United States
Strategic

ESPIONAGE
Project Sauron

- Real-time status reporting
- T1132 - Data Encoding (Base64 encoding)
- T1005 - Data from Local System
- T1094 - Custom Command and Control Protocol (DNS Tunneling)
Project Sauron

- Custom Command and Control Protocol
- Multilayer Encryption
- Connection Proxy
- Standard Application Layer Protocol
- Standard Non-Application Layer Protocol
- Multiband Communication
- Network Share Discovery
- Remote System Discovery
- System Network Configuration Discovery
- Discovery
- Command and Control
- Persistence
- Lateral Movement
- Execution
- Credential Access
- Collection
- Automated Collection
- Input Capture
- Data from Local System
- Defense Evasion
- File Deletion
- Scripting
- Timing-based Evasion
- Masquerading
- Timestamp
- Exfiltration
- Over Command and Control Channel
- Over Physical Medium
- Over Alternative Protocol
- Third-party software
- LSASS Driver
- Exploitation of Vulnerability
- Third-Party software
- Scripting

---

"Once Upon a Time In The West"

---
Once Upon a Time

DarkHydrus
Suspected Iranian Expert

MILITARY & POLITICAL ADVANTAGE
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DarkHydrus – RogueRobin

- T1193 - Spearphishing Attachment
- T1132 - Data Encoding (Base64 encoding)
- T1059 - Command-Line Interface
- T1094 - Custom Command and Control Protocol (DNS A, AAAA, CNAME, TXT, SRV, SOA records)
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FINANCIAL HIJACKING
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1234567812345678.attacker-domain.com

Point of Sale Hijacked

BernhardPoS & FrameworkPoS
First cases reported

Multigrain and UDPOS
Steal credential card information
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DNS MESSENGER
a.k.a Powersource

- Public tool
  DNS_TXT_Pwnage

- T1132 - Data Encoding (Base64 encoding)

- T1027 - Obfuscated Files or Information

- T1094 - Custom Command and Control Protocol (DNS A and TXT Records)
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Once Upon a Time

OceanLotus
Suspected Vietnamese
Innovator

ESPIONAGE
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DNSpionage
Suspected
Iranian
Expert
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DNSpionage – Toolset

T1192 - Spearphishing Link

T1132 - Data Encoding (Custom Base 64 alphabet)

T1008 – Fallback Channels

T1094 - Custom Command and Control Protocol (DNS A record)
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Global DNS Hijacking

US CERT ALERT

1. DNS REDIRECTOR
2. DNS A RECORDS
3. DNS NS RECORDS

❖ Let’s Encrypt Certificates
Sea Turtle
Unknown
Origin
Strategic

MILITARY & POLITICAL ADVANTAGE
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Guns In Data
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DNS Hijacking Common Techniques

T110 – BRUTE FORCE
Access to accounts when passwords are unknown or when password hashes are obtained

T1199 – TRUSTED RELATIONSHIP
Adversaries may breach or otherwise leverage organizations who have access to intended victims

T1078 – VALID ACCOUNT
Steal or capture credentials of user or service account earlier in the reconnaissance process
DNS Tunneling Common Techniques

78%  
T1193 – Spear-phishing Attachments
Spear-phishing emails with malicious macro in document relying on user execution

50%  
T1053 – Scheduled Task
WTS to execute programs at system startup or on a scheduled basis for persistence

42%  
T1086 – PowerShell
Executed PowerShell script or used PowerShell to execute commands sent by C2

36%  
T1008 – Fallback Channels
Alternate communication channels if the primary is compromised or inaccessible
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DNS Tunneling

- Preference for A Records
- Base64 encoding
- IP Addressess as binary, hexadecimal or ASCII data

DNS Records Preferences

- A: 50%
- AAAA: 10%
- TXT: 20%
- SRV: 5%
- CNAME: 5%
- SOA: 5%
- Null: 5%
- [ Dodging The Bullets ]-

Let’s Do Better

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

• Monitor Internet Traffic
• Change default configurations in routers
• MFA on domain’s admin portal
• Validate source IPs in OWA/ Exchange logs
• Use access control list for applications
• Unique passwords and password Managers
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DNS HIJACKING

• Use Secure DNS
  (DNSSEC, DNSCrypt, DNS Over TLS, DNS Over HTTPS)
• Review your accounts configurations
• Validate A and NS record changes
• Implement Registry Lock
• Review SSL certificates
MONITOR
DNS TUNNELING

- Monitor DNS Traffic and DNS server logs (ELK + BRO IDs)
- Avoid Internal hosts resolution to external domain. Use proxy
- Have a separate set of recursive servers for your mail servers
- Block >512 bytes TCP and UDP >1024 bytes packets
- Block TXT and NULL records*
- Install a IDS/IPS like Snort or Suricata
- Combine dnsmasq and DNS whitelisting policies
THANK YOU!

Valentina Palacín
Ruth Esmeralda Barbacil
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